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Motivation 
- Accuracy is the only metric for AI models
- Biased, lack in user privacy protection, vulnerable to attacks…



Trustworthy AI
Practitioners need to address AI trustworthiness, including :

● Robustness, generalization, explainability, transparency, reproducibility, fairness 
and privacy preservation

Optimizing trustworthiness throughout AI lifecycle, rather than at each step. 



Robustness

It’s not just about reliability against errors, erroneous inputs and unseen data but also safety. 

3 levels :

● Data: when an AI model is trained without considering the diverse distributions of 
data in different scenarios. 

● Algorithms : adversarial attacks 
● Systems : the use of illegal inputs



Adversarial attacks 

-A carefully computed example to be misclassified

-Some use cases : 

● Image classification: misclassification. E.g: autonomous vehicles, security systems, and medical 
imaging.

● Text generation: generating deceptive or misleading text that can manipulate sentiment analysis 

algorithms, spam filters, or automated content moderation systems.

● Malware evasion: designing malware that evades detection by antivirus or intrusion detection 

systems.

https://www.dremio.com/wiki/sentiment-analysis/


Adversarial attacks 
Piecewise linearity of NN          Fast gradient sign method



Robustness 

-Tests: 

● Test datasets with various distributions are used 
● Deriving a lower bound of the minimum distortion to an attack on an AI model 

-Defense: 

● defensive distillation: removing the gradient from the model to be protected;
● adversarial training (prone to overfitting)

Not effective!!!

Akhilan Boopathy et al, CNN-Cert: An Efficient Framework for Certifying Robustness of Convolutional Neural Networks



Generalization 

-From training limited data to accurate predictions on unseen data

-Robustness against distributional shifts = generalization problem

● Double effect : an algorithm that is robust against small perturbations has 
better generalization ≠ adversarial training may reduce the testing accuracy 
and leads to worse generalization



Domain generalization

Wang et al. Generalizing to unseen domains: a survey on domain generalization. IEEE TKDE 2022.



Data manipulation

-Insufficient data in the target domain 

-Adversarial data augmentation : via gradient training 

-Data generation : GANs 



Learning strategy 
-Meta learning : Divide domains into several tasks, then use meta-learning to learn general 
knowledge



Learning strategy 



Data manipulation - Meta-learning
-VAE for data generation 

Qiao et al. Learning to Learn Single Domain Generalization. CVPR 2020.

F : feature extractor; C : classifier ; z : latent representation of x ; L_task : classification loss; L_const : worst-case loss; L_relax : relaxation loss



Representation learning 
-Learning invariant features



Representation learning

How?

- kernel based models:  

transfer component analysis

- Domain adversarial learning

   …



Explainability 

-Explainability: understanding how an AI model makes decisions 

● Model explainability by design 
● Post hoc model explainability 

-Explainability vs Interpretability



Explainable ML 
Design Post hoc

  
-self-explainable models : 

   
KNN, linear/logistic regression, 
decision trees/rules, and probabilistic 
graphical models

Complex structure = 
unexplainable  

   
-Hybrid combinations of 
self-explainable models and 
black-box models 

-Explainer approximation 

-Feature based explanation

-Two types : local and global



Local explainability 

-Feature importance: LIME : explaining individual predictions at a time

● sample points around xi
● use model to predict labels for each sample
● weigh samples according to distance to xi
● learn simple linear model on weighted samples
● use simple linear model to explain



Global explainability 

-Combination of local explanations

-Model Distillation



Transparency

-Transparency considers AI as a software system, and seeks to disclose 
information regarding its entire lifecycle 

Documentation      Auditing Information 
Sharing



Reproducibility
-Essential step to verify AI research 

-Should be considered over the entire lifecycle (data, methods, and experiments)

-ChatGPT-3 and reproducibility issues



Fairness
   

-Hiring

-Financial risk assessment

-Face identification 

https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs329t/2022/slides/part1-week1-overview.pptx.pdf



Common Biases

MIT 6.S191: AI Bias and Fairness Lecture



Improving Fairness

-Bias mitigation : removing problematic signal

-Inclusion: adding signal for desired features (counterfactual data augmentation)

Example : Language modelling

MIT 6.S191: AI Bias and Fairness Lecture

Hidden features; 
counterfactual effect 
of adding a bias



MIT 6.S191: AI Bias and Fairness Lecture



Privacy Protection
-Protection against information leakage 

https://web.stanford.edu/cla
ss/cs329t/2022/slides/part1-
week1-overview.pptx.pdf



AI Lifecycle



Deployment 
-Anomaly monitoring :

 police use of facial recognition in Hong Kong

‘Deepfakes’

-Microsoft limits the request rate to their Face API, Amazon prevents more than 100 faces from being 
detected in single image

Seyyed Ahmad Javadi et al. Monitoring Misuse for Accountable ‘Artificial Intelligence as a Service’,AIES '20: Proceedings of the AAAI/ACM Conference on AI, Ethics, and Society, 2020

https://dl.acm.org/doi/proceedings/10.1145/3375627


Deployment 
-Human-AI interaction :
User interface: visualization of ML models and interactive parameter-tuning

Human intervention : 

● participating in decisions : advanced driver-assistance system (ADAS) 
● monitoring failure 

-Fail-Safe Mechanisms : if an AI system is causing harm 



MLOps

-similar to DevOps 

-A start point to build the workflow for trustworthy AI 

-Properties:

● Aligned principles of trustworthiness    
● Extensive management of artifacts
● Continuous feedback loops
● Close collaboration between interdisciplinary roles 



Challenges and Conclusion

-Shift of focus from performance-driven AI to trust-driven AI

-The good and the bad : Large-scale Pre-trained Models

-Limitations in current evaluations of trustworthiness

-End-User Awareness of the Importance of AI Trustworthiness

-Inter-disciplinary and International Cooperation



Thank you.


